DOORSTEP
JAMBOREE:
Making Noise-makers
and Instruments

I can make an instrument for when the Musicians come.

I can use anything to make instruments, but these objects are
particularly handy:
• Masking or Packing Tape
• Elastic bands or a hair bobble
• Jam jar lids
• Ice lolly sticks
• Large plastic bottles
• Scissors or a small cutting knife
• Lentils or rice
• Baking paper
• Pringles tubes, Boxes or tubs
• An opened tin with the edges safely covered in
masking tape

How to Make Noise-Makers and
Instruments?

• There is no right or wrong way to make instruments…
just get creative and enjoy exploring sounds together!
• It’s good to start with a sound I like and build an
instrument from there. What sound do I like?
• I can use paint, beads and colourful tape to decorate my
instruments.

Some Ideas for Instruments
If you’re struggling to find ideas for an instrument, you can look
for two basic elements: a sound source or trigger, and a
resonator or amplifier. Here are some examples:
Sound source:
Rubber bands vibrate
when plucked

Resonator:
The box takes on these
vibrations, and makes
them easier to hear

Sound source:
Blowing across the top of
the bottle causes the air
to vibrate
Resonator:
The amount of vibrating
air trapped in the bottle
will affect the pitch of the
note

Some Ideas for Sound Sources:
Rubber
bands
(strings)

Wooden
Spoons
(beaters)

Toys that
Rulers (springs)

make noise

Some Ideas for Resonators/Amplifiers:

Folders
Rolled up
paper cone
Food containers

Plastic packaging

Cardboard boxes

Top Tips for Grown ups
• Explore putting the sound close and quiet to your
young person’s ear…around their head
slowly…and then get louder as you get further
away.
• For young people who are hearing impaired –
you can focus on how the instruments feel.
Especially with the instruments using elastic
bands – see if you can make nice vibrations.
• Always start with a sound the young person is
interested in. If they enjoy using their voice, you
can try different resonators they might enjoy
singing or vocalising into.

The Gig
Now I have an amazing instrument or Noise-Maker to bring
to the Gig! The Jamboree Band can’t wait to play with me.

